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ABSTRACT 
This thesis reports the electric field sensitivity of fluid gated metal-
semiconductor hybrid (MSH) Schottky structures consisting of a Titanium layer on n-
type GaAs. Compared to standard field-effect sensors, the MSH Schottky structures show 
21 times larger resistance change with electric field at -46.6 V/cm. The fluidic gate 
voltages are mirrored by the metal shunt, resulting in larger depletion widths under the 
Schottky junction and resistance change as compared to devices with no Schottky 
junction. Two-dimensional numerical simulation results are in good agreement with the 
measured data, and a thinner mesa with lower doping density can further increase sensor 
sensitivity. These metal-semiconductor hybrid (MSH) Schottky sensors are thus very 
promising for label-free biosensing. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Semiconductor-based devices have been actively studied as chemical and 
biological sensors due to label-free detection, ease of miniaturization, low-cost 
fabrication, and simple integration into microelectronic circuits.1 For example, ion-
sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFET) have been used for the detection of pH,2 DNA,3 
and enzymes.4 Silicon nanowires as nanoscale diameter manifestations of ion-sensitive or 
chemical field effect transistors have been demonstrated as highly sensitive detectors for 
proteins5 and DNA molecules.6 DNA hybridization and charged peptide-RNA 
interactions were detected using polycrystalline silicon-based thin-film transistors7 and 
gallium arsenide-based junction-field-effect transistors,8 respectively. To improve the 
sensitivity of these sensors, physical properties, such as carrier concentration and dopant 
type,9-11 as well as geometric properties, such as device shape and the dimensions,12,13 
have been modified. In recent years, Solin et al. proposed the concept of extraordinary 
electroconductance (EEC) using both the physical properties of a Schottky interface and 
conduction through the metal contact in a metal-semiconductor-hybrid (MSH) structure, 
and this phenomenon has been applied to electric field sensing in non-aqueous 
conditions.14 However, the electric field sensitivity of MSH structures in wet or fluid 
conditions, which is critical for chemical and biological sensing applications, has not yet 
been examined. In this thesis, electric field sensing by MSH structures with a fluidic gate 
is investigated, and the effect of physical and geometrical modifications on device 
sensitivity is examined using numerical simulations. It was found that upon optimizing 
device dimensions and physical parameters, the MSH structures could be used as highly 
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sensitive electric field and charge sensors in fluidic environments. For example, the 
surface charge on the functionalized passivation layer due to pH, biological, or chemical 
molecules can be measured to monitor DNA hybridization, enzyme reaction, and 
antibody/antigen interaction, etc.  
 
1.2 Extraordinary Effects 
The extraordinary effect was first discovered by Solin et al. in the MSH structure 
composed of homogeneous InSb mesa with an embedded concentric Au disk as shown in 
Figure 1.1.15 Unlike other magnetoresistance (MR) effects, such as Giant MR (GMR) and 
Colossal MR (CMR), that utilize the ferromagnetic materials and their magnetic field-
dependent physical parameters, the response of nonmagnetic InSb-Au MSH structures is 
dominated by geometric size and shape of the devices. By changing the filling factor, a 
ratio between the Au disk radius and the entire radius, the MR of the MSH structure, 
called the extraordinary MR (EMR), is significantly modulated. When the filling factor is 
13/16, the MSH structure shows the optimal EMR of 7.5 × 105% for the magnetic field of 
4 T, orders of magnitude larger than GMR16 and CMR.17  
 
 
Figure 1.1. A schematic diagram of the EMR MSH structure (adapted from Ref. 15).  
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The large magnitude of EMR is due to the current deflection from the Au disk 
into the surrounding InSb mesa in the presence of magnetic fields. Without any external 
perturbation, most of the current that is injected into the MSH structure flows through the 
Au disk, because its resistivity is about 2000 times smaller than that of InSb. As a result, 
the 4-lead resistance of the MSH structure, which is calculated by dividing the voltage 
across the two leads by the injected current into the other two leads, is dominated by that 
of Au. However, in the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the Au-InSb interface, the 
electrons flowing in Au experience the Lorentz force that drives them away from the 
center of the disk. When the Lorentz force is strong enough, all the current starts to flow 
in InSb, and the 4-lead resistance of the MSH structure significantly increases. Moreover, 
since the resistivity of InSb is a tensor that depends on the magnitude and the direction of 
the magnetic field, EMR is further amplified by a large magnetic field. 
Extraordinary piezoconductance (EPC), a change in MSH structure conductance 
in response to the applied strain, is the second phenomenon that utilizes the current 
redistribution with the external perturbation.18 Similar to EMR, when there is no external 
perturbation, the Au shunt provides a low resistance path for the injected current. 
However, when a tensile strain is applied parallel to the metal-semiconductor (MS) 
interface, the interface resistance increases and the current is forced to flow through 
highly resistive semiconductor. As a result, the MSH shows the optimal EPC of 10% for a 
tensile strain of 5 × 10-4, which is 5 times greater than the response from the structure 
without the MS interface.  
The discoveries of EMR and EPC stimulated interest in extraordinary 
phenomena that utilize other types of perturbations. By scanning a focused laser with the 
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wavelength of 476.5 nm across the semiconductor region of a rectangular In-GaAs MSH 
structure, Wieland et al. were able to verify that photon fields can modulate sensor 
conductance.19 At 30 K, the maximum extraordinary optoconductance (EOC) of 500% 
was observed, which is accounted for by the generation of electron-hole pairs with the 
photons that have the energy larger than the GaAs bandgap. Once the highly mobile 
electrons are liberated from the immobilized holes, they can easily diffuse away into the 
metal and leave a positive point charge behind. This point charge effectively creates an 
electric field inside the semiconductor and causes a change in the conductance of the 
MSH structure.  
 An extraordinary effect that utilizes electric field, called EEC, has also been 
discovered.14 Instead of an ohmic contact between the shunt and the semiconductor, the 
EEC structures require a Schottky barrier at the MS interface. The modulation of the 
depletion region under the Schottky junction as a function of the external electric field 
causes the change in the measured resistance of the MSH structure. Theoretically, if the 
electric field is large enough, the depletion region disappears and the current can 
penetrate into the metal, causing an order of magnitude change in the measured resistance 
of the sensor. At room temperature, the maximum EEC of 5.2% was observed under the 
external electric field of +2.5 kV/cm with the grounded shunt.  
 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis will be organized into three major chapters. Chapter 2 provides a 
detailed review of the metal-semiconductor interfaces and the field effect transistors that 
utilize the MS interface modulation. Chapter 3 presents the fabrication steps and the 
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measurement setup for the fluidic characterization of the EEC MSH structures. It also 
shows the experimental results that are used to compare the electric field sensitivities of 
the MSH structures with various passivation layer thicknesses and shunt connections to 
that of the bare semiconductor sensor. Furthermore, a thorough explanation of electric 
field sensing mechanism and sensitivity amplification by the MSH structures is provided. 
Chapter 4 presents the 2D numerical simulation of the MSH structures, with the 
comparison between the actual data and the simulation results as well as the device 
optimization parameters. The thesis is finally concluded with Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2: METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR SYSTEMS 
2.1 Schottky Junction at Metal-Semiconductor Interface 
The workfunction of a material is the amount of energy that is required to 
liberate the electrons from the Fermi level to the vacuum outside the material.20 The 
formation of the Schottky barrier between a metal and a semiconductor is due to the 
difference between semiconductor workfunction, qΦs, and metal workfunction, qΦm.  
Figure 2.1(a) illustrates the band diagrams of a typical metal and an n-type 
semiconductor as an example. Before a tight contact is established, the Fermi level of the 
semiconductor, EFs, is higher than that of the metal, EFm. However, once the contact is 
made, the high-energy electrons from the conduction band of the semiconductor start to 
flow into the metal until the Fermi levels are aligned and equilibrium is reached. Figure 
2.1(b) shows the band diagram of the metal-semiconductor (MS) junction at equilibrium. 
Due to the electron transfer from the semiconductor into the metal, a space charge region 
of fixed positive charges, which is called the depletion region, is formed in the 
semiconductor near the junction, while a thin sheet of negative charge builds up on the 
metal surface. The lack of free electrons within the depletion region causes the energy 
difference between the conduction band and the Fermi level, Ec – EFs, to increase. Since 
the Fermi level is constant through the MS system at equilibrium, the conduction band of 
the semiconductor has to bend up within the equilibrium depletion width, Wo. The 
equilibrium contact potential, Vo, which is the difference between the workfunction 
potentials Φm – Φs, prevents excessive electron transfer from the semiconductor into the 
metal once the equilibrium is established. The electron movement from the metal into the 
semiconductor is also hindered by the potential barrier height, ΦB, which is the  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.1. Band diagrams of metal-semiconductor system (a) before contact is made and 
(b) after the Schottky junction reaches equilibrium (photocopied from Ref. 20). 
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difference between the metal workfunction potential and the semiconductor electron 
affinity, Φm – χ. 
The application of bias voltage across the MS system alters Vo and disrupts the 
equilibrium. Figure 2.2(a) and (b) show the effect of reverse and forward bias on the MS 
interface. For both types of bias, ΦB is not affected and keeps the electron flow from the 
metal to the semiconductor minimal.  
When a negative bias voltage is applied from the metal to the semiconductor, the 
system becomes reverse biased, and the effective contact potential is increased to Vo + |V| 
while all the semiconductor energy bands are shifted downward by q|V|. Furthermore, the 
depletion width under bias, W, is a function of the modified contact potential and can be 
expressed as  






−−=
q
kTVV
qN
W o
d
sε2
,           (2.1) 
where εs is the permittivity of the semiconductor, q is the electron charge, Nd is the 
doping density of the semiconductor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 
temperature. Since negative bias voltages increase the effective contact potential, the 
depletion width under reverse bias increases and the electron flow from semiconductor to 
metal becomes negligible. 
On the other hand, when a positive voltage is applied from the metal to the 
semiconductor, the effective contact potential is reduced to Vo – V, and all the 
semiconductor energy bands are shifted upward by qV. As a result, the conduction band 
electrons in the semiconductor see a lower barrier and a shorter depletion width, which 
allow easier electron diffusion across the depletion region into the metal. Once the  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.2. Band diagrams of metal-semiconductor system under (a) a forward bias and 
(b) a reverse bias (photocopied from Ref. 20). 
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forward bias voltage exceeds Vo, the electrons can freely flow from the conduction band 
of the semiconductor into the metal, leading to a large forward current. 
The forward current in the MS system is due to the flux of majority carriers. For 
an n-type semiconductor, electrons from the conduction band contribute to the forward 
current by moving over or quantum mechanically tunneling through the potential barrier 
into the metal. In a moderately doped GaAs with the doping density ranging from 1015 to 
1016 cm-3, the electron movement over the potential barrier, thermionic emission (TE), 
dominates the forward current that can be expressed as21 

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where S is the junction area and A* is the Richardson constant.  
The quantum mechanical tunneling of the electrons through the potential barrier, 
which is called field emission (FE), becomes important when the semiconductor is 
degenerately doped and the Fermi level rises above the bottom of the conduction band.22 
Since the depletion width is inversely related to the doping density (Equation 2.1), a 
highly doped semiconductor has a very thin depletion region, and low-energy electrons 
can easily tunnel from the semiconductor into the metal. However, if the semiconductor 
is doped between the moderate level and the degenerate level, only electrons with enough 
thermal energy can see and tunnel through a thinner potential barrier, contributing to the 
current transport through the process called thermionic field emission (TFE).  
The Schottky junction current that includes both the TE and the TFE can be 
expressed as  






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
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
= 1exp
nkT
qVII s ,             (2.3) 
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where Is is the saturation current and n is the non-ideality factor that is defined as  
 )]/[ln( SI
V
kT
q
n
∂
∂
≡ .             (2.4) 
For an ideal Schottky interface, n is unity, but there are many factors, such as electron 
trapping and recombination,23 barrier inhomogeneities,24 interfacial oxide layer,25 image 
force lowering,26 series resistance,27 and Fermi level pinning around midgap,28 that 
contribute to larger value of n. 
 
2.2 Ohmic Contact Formation 
 A non-rectifying or ohmic contact provides the low-resistance connection from 
the semiconductor to the outer interconnects or circuits for signal transmission and power 
transfer. Unlike the Schottky junction that was described in the previous section, an 
ohmic contact has a linear I-V characteristic for both forward and reverse bias voltages.  
An ideal MS system that results in the ohmic contact formation requires Φm to be 
less than Φs as shown in Figure 2.3(a). To align the Fermi levels, electrons flow from the 
metal to the semiconductor, forming a thin accumulation region of majority carriers in the 
semiconductor near the junction. As a result, the semiconductor electron energies are 
raised relative to the metal, and the potential barrier between the metal and the 
semiconductor becomes small. Figure 2.3(b) shows the energy band diagrams of the 
ohmic MS system at equilibrium. A small voltage applied to the MS system can supply 
electrons with enough energy to overcome the low barrier or to tunnel through the thin 
barrier, which ultimately contributes to the significant current flow. A fabrication process 
that can reduce the height and the thickness of the contact potential is therefore vital to  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.3. Band diagrams of ohmic metal-semiconductor system (a) before a contact is 
made and (b) after the equilibrium is reached (photocopied from Ref. 20). 
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the ohmic contact formation.  
The most widely used method that can effectively decrease the height and the 
thickness of the potential barrier is to dope the semiconductor heavily in the contact 
regions, which can be achieved by evaporating a eutectic alloy (Au:Ge for example) 
onto the semiconductor.29 For GaAs, this step is usually followed by an evaporation of Ni 
that reacts with the native oxide and forms intermediate complexes with GaAs. Ni-GaAs 
disrupts the crystal lattice and consequently opens diffusion pathways for the dopant 
atoms from the eutectic alloy. Ge can now easily diffuse into GaAs at temperatures from 
100 to 400 °C and forms another complex, Ni-Ge-GaAs. Ga then forms an alloy with Au 
until Au is exhausted at temperatures above 250 °C. Finally, As is transported to the 
surface and released from the contact to complete the ohmic contact formation process.  
 For the MSH device fabrication, the sequential evaporation of Au:Ge, Ni, and Au 
was followed by an anneal at 450 °C for 2 min. This annealing process helps the metal 
atoms to diffuse into the semiconductor and further reduce the barrier thickness. 
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CHAPTER 3: FLUIDIC CHARACTERIZATION OF TI-GAAS 
HYBRID STRUCTURES 
3.1 Device Fabrication 
MSH structures are composed of multiple layers as shown in Figure 3.1(a). On a 
650 µm thick, 4 in (100) semi-insulating GaAs substrate (resistivity ~ 1.0 – 6.0 × 108 Ω 
cm), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was used to grow an 800 nm thick undoped GaAs 
epitaxial layer followed by 100 nm thick Si-doped n-GaAs epitaxial layer (Nd = 4 × 1017 
cm-3). This three-layer substrate purchased from IQE Inc. contains the undoped GaAs 
layer to serve as the buffer layer that prevents current leakage from the active layer to the 
semi-insulating substrate.  
Before any further processing, a simple degreasing procedure was employed to 
remove any organic grime covering the epitaxial layer surface. When conventional 
transistors and Schottky diodes are fabricated, the simple degrease is usually followed by 
the removal of native oxide grown on the wafer surface. However, MSH structures were 
fabricated without this extra process step, because traditional oxide removal techniques, 
such as cleaving in ultrahigh vacuum and heating in vacuum, can cause physical damage 
and redistribution of impurities near the surface of the active layer, respectively. 
Moreover, since the native oxide is typically less than 10 Å thick and thus transparent to 
electrons,22 the functionality of the MSH devices is not significantly compromised 
without the native oxide removal. 
After depositing Cr/Au/NiCr alignment marks using photolithography and lift-off 
techniques, the active layer was patterned into a circular mesa with 7.8 µm diameter 
using electron beam lithography (EBL) and inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etch  
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Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic side view of the sensor and the setup for fluidic measurements. 
The DC power supply is used to generate an external electric field perpendicular to the 
sensor. SEM images of 7.8 µm sensors (b) without the shunt metal, (c) with the isolated 
shunt metal, and (d) with the shunt metal connected to the contact pad via lead 5.  
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(ICP-RIE). Figure 3.1(b), (c), and (d) show the SEM images of the final mesa structures. 
A bare sensor shown in Figure 3.1(b) does not have a shunt metal and required only one 
more EBL step to define AuGe/Ni/Au ohmic leads on the periphery of the mesa while the 
MSH structures shown in Figure 3.1(c) and (d) needed the third EBL step for patterning 
2.5 µm × 2.5 µm Ti/Au shunt layer in the center of the mesa. The sensor was annealed at 
450 °C for 2 min to make the AuGe/n-GaAs contact ohmic. However, the Ti deposition 
was not followed by thermal anneal to form the Schottky junction at the Ti/n-GaAs 
interface. As shown in Figure 3.1(d), the shunt layers of some sensors were connected to 
the contact pad to study the properties of the Schottky junction via direct biasing. The 
final structures were passivated with either a 20 nm or 50 nm thick plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer to prevent leakage 
between the fluid gate and the mesa during the operation. A detailed description of the 
fabrication process flow is provided in Appendix A. 
 
3.2 Measurement Setup 
 To characterize the Schottky interface of the MSH structure at room temperature, 
DC voltages from -1.5 V to 0.5 V were applied from lead 5 to lead 1, 2, 3 or 4 while 
measuring the current through the selected pair of leads using HP 4155B semiconductor 
parameter analyzer.  
 Figure 3.2 shows the schematic representation of the experimental setup for the 
MSH sheet resistance measurements. Using four equally spaced ohmic leads on the 
periphery of the device, the 4-point-probe lock-in method was employed to eliminate the 
contact resistance between the ohmic leads and the mesa while excluding the low 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the four-point-probe resistance measurement setup using the lock-in method. 
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frequency thermal noises. Sinusoidal voltage at 1 kHz from a function generator (Agilent 
33120A) was applied across a 20 MΩ resistor to produce a 200 nA current that was 
passed through leads 1 and 4. The voltage due to the current flow in the MSH structure 
was measured across leads 2 and 3 with a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research 850), 
which was then divided by the injected current to calculate the effective sheet resistance. 
 The fluidic gate on top of the passivation layer was formed by flowing 10 mM 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution in a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) reservoir 
located on top of the sensor for 5 min. Digital photographs of the chip with the probe tips 
and the reservoir are provided in Appendix B. As shown in Figure 3.1(a), the chip was 
affixed to the Au metal plate by double-sided Scotch tape (resistance ~ 1012 Ω) and a DC 
voltage was applied between the fluidic gate and the bottom metal plate to produce the 
electric field perpendicular to the MSH device. The electric field is a linear function of 
the fluidic gate voltage and can be expressed as  
total
fg
fg t
V
VE =)( ,             (3.1) 
where Vfg and ttotal are fluidic gate voltage and distance from the top of the passivation 
layer to the bottom of the double-sided Scotch tape. Since the resistance of the PBS 
solution is much less than that of the MSH structure, the voltage drop in the fluidic gate is 
negligible and the thickness of the fluidic gate can be excluded from ttotal. For fluidic gate 
voltages from -3.5 V to +3.5 V, electric fields from -46.6 V/cm to +46.6 V/cm were 
produced, and the changes in the effective sheet resistance were measured to determine 
the electric field sensitivity of the MSH structure. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
As shown in the main panel of Figure 3.3(a), Schottky I-V measurements using 
different leads produced almost identical results due to the symmetry of the structure. 
Since the current transport across the Schottky interface with donor density ranging from 
5 × 1016 to 5 × 1017 cm-3 is dominated by thermionic field emission,30 the current density 
through our structure can be expressed as 
]1)/[exp()( −= nkTqVIVI bsb ,           (3.2) 
where Vb is the shunt voltage, Is is the saturation current, and n is the non-ideality factor 
that usually varies between 1 and 2.20 If n ≈ 1 and Vb >> kT / q, the equation becomes a 
simple exponential function, and the ln(I(Vb)) vs. Vb plot as shown in the inset of Figure 
3.3(a) can be used to determine n and the Schottky barrier height, Фbi. At room 
temperature, n and Фbi were found to be 1.2 and 0.690 eV, respectively. The large values 
of n and Фbi can be attributed to many non-ideal factors, such as electron trapping and 
recombination,23 barrier inhomogeneities,24 interfacial oxide layer,25 image force 
lowering,26 series resistance,27 and Fermi level pinning around midgap.28 
Silicon nitride is widely used in the semiconductor industry due to its stability at 
high temperatures, high electrical resistivity and extreme hardness,31 but the reliability of 
the PECVD films used in our process needed to be tested in a fluidic environment. Figure 
3.3(b) shows the current through a 50 nm thick Si3N4 passivation layer as DC bias 
voltages were applied from the fluidic gate to the shunt metal. When 48 V, which 
corresponds to the electric field strength of 9.6 MV/cm, was applied across the Si3N4 
layer, a sudden increase in the current was observed, which signaled the dielectric 
breakdown of the passivation layer. This dielectric breakdown strength under the fluidic 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
Figure 3.3. (a) Room temperature I-V characteristics of the Schottky interface with DC 
bias voltages across leads 5 and 1, 2, 3, or 4. Inset: natural log of I vs. bias voltage for 
shunt voltages exceeding 0.42 V. (b) Dielectric breakdown test for 50 nm thick silicon 
nitride layer under a fluidic gate. 
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gate is similar to the previously reported values for PECVD Si3N4 in dry conditions,32,33 
which indicates that the dielectric strength of the passivation layer was not compromised 
in the fluidic environment.  
Figure 3.4(a) shows the percent change of mesa resistance in response to the 
external electric field in fluid. As shown in the inset of Figure 3.4(a), the change in 
resistance at -46.6 V/cm for the sensor shown in Figure 3.1(d) was dramatically increased 
by a factor of 192 by thinning the Si3N4 layer from 50 nm to 20 nm. For the 20 nm thick 
passivation, the structure with the shunt metal shown in Figure 3.1(c) showed only a 
slight improvement in sensitivity compared to the sensor without the shunt. The 
resistance of both sensors increased monotonically as electric field was decreased from 
+46.6 to -46.6 V/cm, and the sensor with the shunt showed only 0.14% and 0.20% 
increase in percent change at -46.6 and +46.6 V/cm respectively. Interestingly, the sensor 
shown in Figure 3.1(d) exhibited much higher sensitivity, with 21 times larger percent 
change at -46.6 V/cm than the sensor without the shunt.  
The sensitivity amplification by the sensor with the shunt connected to the 
contact pad is due to efficient mirroring of the fluidic gate voltage, Vfg, by the shunt metal. 
The voltage at the shunt, Vshunt, which modulates the depletion width at the Ti/n-GaAs 
interface, is a function of Vfg and can be expressed as 
)/( controlparasiticcontrolfgshunt CCCVV +⋅= ,                (3.3) 
where Ccontrol and Cparasitic are capacitances between the fluidic gate and the shunt 
and between the shunt and the GaAs mesa, respectively. Since Ccontrol for the sensor with 
the isolated shunt is comparable in magnitude to Cparasitic, Vshunt is only a fraction of Vfg. 
On the other hand, the sensor shown in Figure 3.1(d) has a much larger Ccontrol, because  
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Figure 3.4. (a) Effect of Si3N4 layer thickness and the shunt on the electric field 
sensitivity. Inset: Percent change in resistance on a log scale for negative electric field 
values. (b) Schematic sideview of the sensors for negative and positive electric fields. 
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Ccontrol is a linear function of the overlap area between the fluidic gate and the shunt. As a 
result, 1)/( ≈+ controlparasiticcontrol CCC  and fgshunt VV ≈  for the sensor with the shunt 
connected to the contact pad. For the same Vfg, the depletion region under the shunt and 
the resistance of the GaAs mesa are thus modulated much more significantly by the 
sensor with the shunt connected to the contact pad. 
The sensors in Figure 3.1(d) show lower sensitivity for positive electric fields, 
with the percent change increasing by a factor of only 6.1 at +46.6 V/cm compared to the 
sensor without the shunt. As shown in Figure 3.4(b), this asymmetrical effect of the shunt 
on the electric field sensitivity is due to the change in the depletion region thickness as a 
function of the external electric field. Negative fluidic gate voltages make the depletion 
region thicker at both the Ti/n-GaAs interface (underneath the shunt) and at the Si3N4/n-
GaAs interface (mesa region not covered by the shunt). However, the area covered by the 
shunt is depleted much more than the uncovered areas due to the presence of the Schottky 
built-in potential, which creates a depletion region even in the absence of any external 
perturbation. When a positive electric field is applied to the sensors, the depletion region 
shrinks until the difference between the area covered by the shunt and the uncovered area 
becomes negligible. Since the GaAs mesa resistance is directly related to the depletion 
region thickness, the Schottky junction between the shunt and the n-GaAs mesa amplifies 
the change in resistance more significantly for negative electric fields than for positive. 
Moreover, the resistance of the sensor with the shunt starts to level off as the external 
electric field strength exceeds 18.6 V/cm. The GaAs mesa resistance, RGaAs, which is 
related to the reciprocal of the thickness of the undepleted region, tundepleted, can be 
expressed as  
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))(/(/ EWttR undepletedGaAs −== ββ ,          (3.4) 
where β is a constant, t is the mesa thickness, and W(E) is the depletion region thickness 
as a function of external electric field, E. The slope of the change in resistance, dRGaAs/dE, 
is thus a function of tundepleted-2 and dW/dE. For a small range of electric field strengths, 
dW/dE is relatively constant while tundepleted becomes larger as the electric field becomes 
more positive, which results in small dRGaAs/dE and a saturated RGaAs.  
Our results demonstrate that the presence of a Schottky interface between the 
shunt and the GaAs mesa significantly improves the sensitivity as demonstrated in wet 
conditions, especially for negative electric fields. Thinner nitride layer also increases the 
sensor response to the external electric field. After optimizing device dimensions and 
physical parameters, the MSH structure could be used as a highly sensitive electric field 
and charge sensor in fluidic environments. For example, a surface charge on the 
functionalized passivation layer due to pH, biological or chemical molecules can be 
measured to monitor DNA hybridization, enzyme reaction, and antibody/antigen 
interaction, etc. 
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF  
TI-GAAS HYBRID STRUCTURES 
4.1 Parameters and Assumptions 
To simulate the behavior of MSH structures and the effect of physical parameters 
on their sensitivity, a 2D numerical device simulator called DESSIS (Integrated Systems 
Engineering, Inc.) was used. DESSIS is a multi-dimensional, electro-thermal, mixed-
mode device and circuit simulator that incorporates advanced physical models and robust 
numeric methods for the simulation of most types of semiconductor device ranging from 
very deep submicron silicon MOSFETs to large bipolar power structures. In addition, SiC 
and III–V compound homostructure and heterostructure devices are fully supported by 
DESSIS.  
 Figure 4.1(a) and (b) show the 2D equivalent models for the MSH structures 
with and without the shunt, respectively. These models assume that the current injected 
into the MSH device flows through the ohmic leads that are opposite to each other, and 
the voltage across the same leads is used to determine the resistance of the Si-doped 
GaAs mesa. Although the 2D models with this assumption generate the resistance values 
significantly different from those obtained by the 4-point probe measurements, changes 
in the depletion width in response to the applied fluidic gate voltage are similar for both 
the 2D model and the actual device. As a result, percent changes in resistance of the 2D 
models are expected to agree well with the measured values. Furthermore, the contact 
resistance between the mesa and the ohmic lead was set to zero in the 2D models to 
emulate the cancelation of contact resistance by the 4-point probe measurements. As 
shown in Figure 4.1(a) and (b), the number of layers in the 2D models were also limited  
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Figure 4.1. DESSIS 2D models for (a) the sensor with the shunt and (b) the sensor without the shunt. 
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to five for the structure with the shunt (Si3N4 layer, Au shunt, Ti Schottky metal, GaAs 
mesa, and undoped GaAs epitaxial layer) and three for the structure without the shunt 
(Si3N4 layer, GaAs mesa, and undoped GaAs epitaxial layer) in order to reduce the 
number of meshes and the calculation time while maintaining the accuracy of the 
simulation results. 
 Since DESSIS does not allow the electric field to be set as a boundary condition 
or a bias, the voltages corresponding to the electric fields from -46.6 V/cm to +46.6 V/cm 
had to be determined. Figure 4.2(a) shows the resistance model used to calculate the 
appropriate voltage range for simulation. According to the voltage division rule, the 
voltage drop from the top surface of the passivation layer to the bottom surface of the 
undoped GaAs epitaxial layer, Vsimulation, can be expressed as 
total
top
fluidicsimulation R
R
VV ⋅= ,                  (4.1) 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of equivalent resistance model for MSH devices. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of simulated Schottky I-V characteristic with measured data.  
 
where Vfluidic is the fluidic gate bias voltage, Rtop is the resistance from the top surface of 
the passivation layer to the bottom surface of the undoped GaAs epitaxial layer, and Rtotal 
is the total resistance from the top of the PBS solution to the bottom of the double-sided 
tape. Using Rtop ≈ 1.4 × 1010 Ω and Rtotal ≈ 1.2 × 1012 Ω, the fluidic gate voltages from -
3.5 V to +3.5 V used in the actual measurements correspond to the simulation voltages 
from -0.04 V to +0.04 V. 
 In addition, for the structures with the shunt as shown in Figure 3.1(d) on page 
15, the shunt voltage had to be specified in DESSIS. Using the argument provided in 
Section 3.3, the shunt voltage was set equal to the simulation voltage while it was being 
swept from -0.04 V to +0.04 V. 
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4.2 Comparison of Simulation Results with Measured Data 
The 2D model for the structure with the shunt was used to simulate the Schottky 
I-V characteristic. As shown in Figure 4.3, by setting the Schottky barrier height at 0.690 
eV (from the inset of Figure 3.3(a) on page 19) in DESSIS, the simulation result closely 
followed the average of four measured data (I-V across leads 5 and 1, 2, 3, or 4 from 
Figure 3.3(a) on page 19) for small voltages. However, the deviation became more 
apparent for larger shunt voltages, because DESSIS can only handle ideal Schottky 
barriers with non-ideality factor of unity.  
The measured percent change in resistance for the sensors with and without the 
shunt passivated with a 20 nm thick Si3N4 layer were also compared to the simulation 
results. The percent changes in resistance due to the external electric field ranging from -
46.6 to +46.6 V/cm were simulated with the Schottky barrier height of 0.69 eV, Nd = 8 × 
1016 cm-3 (from the 4-point probe resistance measurements of sensors without the shunt), 
and a Si3N4/n-GaAs interface trap state density of 1 × 1014 eV-1cm-2.34 As shown in 
Figure 4.4(a) and (b), the numerical simulation results were again very close to the actual 
data. The sensor with the shunt showed the maximum difference of 2.2% in percent 
change at -46.6 V/cm, while the structure without the shunt had the largest difference of 
0.36% in percent change at +46.6 V/cm. DESSIS codes used for Schottky I-V and 
electric field sensing simulations are provided in Appendix C. 
 
4.3 Device Optimization 
To determine the effect of physical parameters on the sensor sensitivity, various 
combinations of the n-GaAs mesa thickness and doping density were analyzed using  
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of simulated response to external electric field with measured 
data for sensors (a) with shunt and (b) without shunt. 
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DESSIS. After fixing the interface trap density at 1 × 1014 eV-1cm-2 and the shunt width at 
2.6 µm, the doping density was swept from 8 × 1016 cm-3 to 8 × 1017 cm-3 while the mesa 
thickness was changed from 80 nm to 200 nm. As shown in Figure 4.5(a), higher 
sensitivity was obtained with lower doping density for all the mesa thicknesses for the 
sensor both with and without the shunt. For instance, when the mesa thickness was kept 
at 100 nm while the doping density was reduced from 8 × 1017 cm-3 to 8 × 1016 cm-3, the 
sensitivity increased by a factor of 19.3 and 16.2 for sensors with and without the shunt, 
respectively, at -46.6 V/cm.  
The effect of the doping density was further investigated by fixing the mesa 
thickness at 100 nm as the doping density was varied from 8 × 1016 cm-3 to 4 × 1018 cm-3 
with a smaller step size. As shown in Figure 4.5(b), the resistance change at -46.6 V/cm 
increased rapidly as the doping density was reduced, and the curves for the structures 
with and without the shunt closely followed a power law with linear graphs in the log-log 
plot. The increase in sensitivity with lower doping density is due to the non-linear 
relationship between the depletion region and the doping density as described in Equation 
2.1 on page 8. Since Nd is in the denominator, a reduction in doping density results in a 
larger depletion width. Moreover, since the rate of change in depletion width, dW/dV, is 
inversely proportional to Nd, smaller doping density significantly increases the sensitivity 
of the MSH structures. 
A thinner mesa also amplified the response of both sensors when the doping 
density was fixed, but the sensor with the shunt showed much greater improvement in 
sensitivity at lower doping densities. At Nd = 8 × 1017 cm-3, the sensor response at -46.6 
V/cm was increased by factors of 2.3 and 2.1 for the sensors with and without the shunt,  
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Figure 4.5. (a) Simulation results of the percent change in resistance at -46.6 V/cm for 
various combinations of the mesa thickness and the doping density. Experimental results 
at -46.6 V/cm for the sensors with (＋) and without the shunt (Ｘ) are also shown. (b) 
Log-log plot showing the effect of doping density on the percent change in resistance at -
46.6 V/cm for the sensors with and without the shunt.  
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respectively, as the mesa thickness was reduced from 200 nm to 80 nm. However, for a 
lower Nd (8 × 1016 cm-3), the resistance of the sensor with the shunt showed an increase 
by a factor of 39.8, much higher than the factor of 9.3 improvement shown by the sensor 
without the shunt as the mesa thickness changed from 200 nm to 80 nm. 
After studying the effect of the doping density and the mesa thickness, the 
relationship between the trap density at the Si3N4-GaAs interface and the sensor 
sensitivity was simulated. Figure 4.6(a) shows the log-log plot of the percent change in 
resistance at -46.6 V/cm in response to various interface trap concentrations. With a fixed 
mesa thickness of 100 nm and doping density of 8 × 1016 cm-3, as the interface trap 
density was increased, the sensitivity of the sensor without the shunt was compromised 
much more significantly than the sensor with the shunt, especially for the trap density 
larger than 1012 eV-1cm-2. For four orders of magnitude increase in the interface trap 
density, the sensitivity of the sensor without the shunt declined by a factor of 59, while 
the sensor with the shunt showed much smaller reduction in sensitivity by a factor of 1.2. 
The interface traps have more detrimental effect on the structure without the shunt, 
because they are specified only for the Si3N4-GaAs junctions in DESSIS. Since the sensor 
with the shunt has a much narrower Si3N4-GaAs interface, variations in the trap density 
produce negligible effect compared to the structures without the shunt. In reality, the trap 
density at the Ti-GaAs junction also plays an important role in determining the structure 
performance and sensitivity.  
 The width of the shunt layer was the last geometric parameter that was 
investigated to predict its effect on sensitivity. As shown in Figure 4.6(b), the resistance 
change at -46.6 V/cm increased with larger shunt widths for the doping densities of 8 ×  
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Figure 4.6. Simulation results of the percent change in resistance at -46.6 V/cm for 
various (a) interface trap densities and (b) shunt widths. 
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1016 cm-3 and 4 × 1017 cm-3. When the doping density was kept at 4 × 1017 cm-3, the 
sensitivity had a linear dependence on the shunt width with a slope of 0.1737 %/µm. 
However, for a lower doping density of 8 × 1016 cm-3, a sensitivity saturation was 
observed for shunt widths larger than 3.5 µm. 
The simulation results described above suggest that thinning the mesa and 
lowering the doping density of the GaAs epilayer would improve the sensitivity, 
especially for the sensor with the shunt. Decreasing the interface trap density while 
increasing the shunt width can also result in higher sensor sensitivity. Other device 
parameters, such as Schottky barrier height, passivation layer thickness and mesa width, 
may also be explored to determine the optimal device geometry and physical conditions.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
In this work, we have demonstrated that MSH structure with 40 nm thick Ti on 
top of 100 nm thick Si-doped GaAs epitaxial layer forms a Schottky junction at the 
metal-semiconductor interface and shows much higher sensitivity compared to the device 
without the Schottky interface. By analyzing the ln(I) vs. V plot of the Schottky I-V 
characteristics, the ideality factor of 1.2 and the Schottky barrier height of 0.690 eV were 
determined. At room temperature, the MSH structure showed the maximum resistance 
change of 13.65% at -46.6 V/cm, which is 192 times greater than that of the sensor 
without the shunt. However, the sensitivity amplification for positive electric fields was 
significantly lower due to the slower rate of change in depletion width. The simulation 
results also demonstrated that the device sensitivity can be greatly improved with thinner 
mesa, lower doping density, fewer interface traps, and wider shunt metal.  
The outcomes from this thesis hold promise for a highly sensitive charge sensor 
that can be utilized to detect various biological and chemical entities. After realizing 
appropriate passivation layer functionalization and optimal device parameters, the MSH 
structures can provide a highly sensitive detection mechanism for pH changes, protein 
interactions, DNA hybridization and cell surface charge measurements.  
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APPENDIX A: MSH STRUCTURE FABRICATION FLOW 
1. Starting Material 
A. 100 nm / 800 nm / 650 µm 4 in (100) Wafer 
i. Si-doped n-GaAs top layer (Nd = 4 × 1017 cm-3) 
ii. Undoped GaAs middle layer 
iii. Semi-insulating GaAs substrate (resistivity ~ 1.0 – 6.0 × 108 Ω cm) 
 
2. Alignment Mark Fabrication 
A. AZ5214 Photoresist Application 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin photoresist on at 5000 rpm for 30 s 
iii. Prebake at 110 °C for 1 min 
B. Exposure and Development by Image Reversal 
i. Expose for 8 s 
ii. Postbake at 115 °C for 1 min   
iii. Flood expose at 500 mJ/cm2 
iv. Develop with AZ327 for 70 s 
v. Rinse with DI water 
C. Metal Deposition 
i. Deposit Cr/Au/NiCr (20 nm/150 nm/70 nm) by e-beam evaporator 
ii. Lift-off in acetone 
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3. Mesa E-Beam Lithography 
A. HSQ Resist (1:1 mixture with IPA) Application 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin resist on at 4500 rpm for 1 min 
iii. Prebake at 200 °C for 2 min 
B. Exposure and Development 
i. Write e-beam pattern at 700 mJ/cm2 
ii. Develop with MF-312 for 1 min 
iii. Rinse with DI water 
C. Mesa Formation  
i. Etch 170 nm by inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etch (ICP-RIE)  
ii. Remove HSQ in buffered oxide etch solution (10:1) for 2 min 
iii. Rinse with DI water 
 
4. Ohmic Lead E-Beam Lithography 
A. LOR-3A Resist Application 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin resist on at 2500 rpm for 1 min 
iii. Prebake at 182 °C for 5 min 
B. PMMA A4 950K Resist Application 
i. Spin resist on at 4000 rpm for 1 min 
ii. Prebake at 200 °C for 2 min 
C. Exposure and Development by E-Beam Lithography 
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i. Write e-beam pattern at 700 mJ/cm2 
ii. Develop with MIBK:IPA (1:2) for 1 min 
iii. Rinse with IPA 
iv. Develop with CD26:DI water (60;40) for 40 s 
D. Metal Deposition 
i. Remove oxide in HCl:DI water (1:2) for 5 min 
ii. Deposit AuGe/Ni/Au (90 nm/36 nm/174 nm) by e-beam evaporator 
iii. Lift-off in acetone 
E. Anneal in Furnace at 450 °C for 1.5 min 
 
5. Shunt Metal E-Beam Lithography 
A. PMMA A4 950K Resist Application 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin resist on at 4000 rpm for 1 min 
iii. Prebake at 200 °C for 2 min 
B. Exposure and Development by E-Beam Lithography 
i. Write e-beam pattern at 500 mJ/cm2 
ii. Develop with MIBK:IPA (1:2) for 1 min 
iii. Rinse with IPA and then DI water 
C. Metal Deposition 
i. Remove oxide in HCl:DI water (1:2) for 5 min 
ii. Deposit Ti/Au (40 nm/40 nm) by e-beam evaporator 
iii. Lift-off in acetone  
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6. Ohmic Pad Optical Lithography 
A. AZ5214 Photoresist Application 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin photoresist on at 5000 rpm for 30 s 
iii. Prebake at 110 °C for 1 min 
B. Exposure and Development by Image Reversal 
i. Expose for 8 s 
ii. Postbake at 115 °C for 1 min 
iii. Flood expose at 500 mJ/cm2 
iv. Develop with AZ327 for 70 s 
C. Metal Deposition 
i. Deposit Ti/Au (20 nm/200 nm) by e-beam evaporator 
ii. Lift-off in acetone  
 
7. Passivation Layer Deposition 
A. Si3N4 Deposition by STS PECVD 
B. Si3N4 Layer Patterning 
i. Degrease with acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
ii. Spin AZ5214 on at 5000 rpm for 30 s 
iii. Prebake at 110 °C for 1 min 
iv. Expose for 90 s 
v. Develop with AZ327 for 70 s 
vi. Rinse with DI water 
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vii. Etch Si3N4 with freon RIE 
viii. Photoresist removal by acetone/IPA/N2 dry 
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APPENDIX B: DIGITAL PHOTOS OF CHIP SETUP 
Figure B.1(a) shows the digital photo of the chip with three PDMS reservoirs 
with appropriate tubing to introduce the PBS solution on top of the passivation layer. The 
probe tips shown in the picture are touching the metal pads that are connected to the 
ohmic contacts on the periphery of the mesa. Figure B.1(b) shows the entire measurement 
setup on the probe station. The 4-way valve controls the solution flow between the PDMS 
reservoir and the syringe with the appropriate solution. The photo also shows the probe 
manipulators that are used to modify the position of the probe tips.   
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure B.1. Digital photos of (a) the chip with three PDMS reservoirs and 4 probe tips, 
and (b) the entire probe station. 
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APPENDIX C: DESSIS CODES 
1. Code for Schottky I-V 
File { 
  grid    = "MSH_mdr.grd" 
  doping  = "MSH_mdr.dat" 
  current = "MSH_mdr" 
  output  = "MSH_mdr" 
  plot    = "MSH_mdr"  
  param   = "dessis" 
   
  save 
} 
 
Electrode { 
 { name=I_minus        voltage=0.0} 
 { name=titanium_shunt voltage=-1.5 Schottky Barrier = 0.69} 
} 
 
Physics { 
  Recombination ( SRH(DopingDep) 
                  Auger  
                  eAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  hAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive)  
  ) 
  Mobility ( 
                  DopingDependence 
                  Highfieldsaturation(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  Enormal 
  ) 
} 
 
Physics (MaterialInterface = "Nitride/GaAs") {traps((donor Gaussian fromCondBand 
Conc=1.0e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264) (acceptor Gaussian 
fromValBand Conc=1.0e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264))} 
 
Math { 
  Extrapolate 
  Derivatives 
  Avalderivatives 
  RelErrControl 
  Digits=5 
  ErRef(electron)=1.e10 
  ErRef(hole)=1.e10 
  Notdamped=50 
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  Iterations=500 
  Newdiscretization 
} 
 
solve { 
 
  Poisson 
  coupled { poisson electron hole } 
 
  quasistationary (  * step sizes for delta_t 
                 * InitialStep=2.0e-3   
                 * MinStep=2.0e-5    
                  MaxStep=1.0e-2  
 
goal { name=titanium_shunt voltage = 0.5} 
  ) { 
        coupled { poisson electron hole } 
  } 
 
} 
 
plot { 
 
         eCurrent hCurrent 
         ElectricField eEparallel  eEnormal  
 
         Potential SpaceCharge 
         SRH Auger 
         AvalancheGeneration 
         eMobility hMobility 
         DonorConcentration AcceptorConcentration 
         Doping 
         eVelocity hVelocity 
         eTemperature hTemperature 
         eMCDensity hMCDensity 
         eMCEnergy hMCEnergy 
         eMCVelocity/Vector hMCVelocity/Vector 
         eMCAlphaAvalanche hMCAlphaAvalanche 
         eMCAvalanche hMCAvalanche MCAvalanche 
         eMCParticles hMCParticles 
         eMCVariance hMCVariance 
         MCSRH MCRecombination 
         eMCCurrent/Vector hMCCurrent/Vector 
} 
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2. Code for Electric Field Sensing by Structure with Shunt Connection 
File { 
  grid    = "MSH_mdr.grd" 
  doping  = "MSH_mdr.dat" 
  current = "MSH_mdr" 
  output  = "MSH_mdr" 
  plot    = "MSH_mdr"  
  param   = "dessis" 
   
  save 
} 
 
Electrode { 
 { name=v_ref_plus    voltage = -0.05}  
 { name=I_minus      voltage=0.0} 
 { name=I_plus        voltage=0.001 current = 2e-7} 
 { name=titanium_shunt voltage=-0.05 Schottky Barrier=0.69} 
 { name=bottom_contact voltage = 0.0} 
} 
 
Physics { 
  Recombination ( SRH(DopingDep) 
                  TrapAssistedAuger  
                  eAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  hAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive)  
  ) 
  Mobility ( 
                  DopingDependence 
                  Highfieldsaturation(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  Enormal 
  ) 
} 
 
Physics (MaterialInterface = "Nitride/GaAs") {traps((donor Gaussian fromCondBand 
Conc=1.0e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264) (acceptor Gaussian 
fromValBand Conc=1.0e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264))} 
 
Math { 
  Extrapolate 
  Derivatives 
  Avalderivatives 
  RelErrControl 
  Digits=5 
  ErRef(electron)=1.e10 
  ErRef(hole)=1.e10 
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  Notdamped=50 
  Iterations=500 
  Newdiscretization 
} 
 
solve { 
 
  Poisson 
  coupled { poisson electron hole } 
  quasistationary (  * step sizes for delta_t 
                 * InitialStep=2.0e-3   
                 * MinStep=2.0e-5    
                  MaxStep=5.0e-3 
 
    goal { name=v_ref_plus voltage=0.05}  
    goal { name=titanium_shunt voltage=0.05} 
  ) { 
        coupled { poisson electron hole } 
  } 
} 
 
plot { 
 
         eCurrent hCurrent 
         ElectricField eEparallel  eEnormal  
 
         Potential SpaceCharge 
         SRH Auger 
         AvalancheGeneration 
         eMobility hMobility 
         DonorConcentration AcceptorConcentration 
         Doping 
         eVelocity hVelocity 
         eTemperature hTemperature 
         eMCDensity hMCDensity 
         eMCEnergy hMCEnergy 
         eMCVelocity/Vector hMCVelocity/Vector 
         eMCAlphaAvalanche hMCAlphaAvalanche 
         eMCAvalanche hMCAvalanche MCAvalanche 
         eMCParticles hMCParticles 
         eMCVariance hMCVariance 
         MCSRH MCRecombination 
         eMCCurrent/Vector hMCCurrent/Vector 
} 
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3. Code for Electric Field Sensing by No Shunt Sensor 
File { 
  grid    = "MOSC_mdr.grd" 
  doping  = "MOSC_mdr.dat" 
  current = "MOSC_mdr" 
  output  = "MOSC_mdr" 
  plot    = "MOSC_mdr"  
  param   = "dessis" 
   
  save 
} 
 
Electrode { 
 { name=v_ref_plus     voltage=-0.05} 
 { name=I_minus        voltage=0.0 } 
 { name=I_plus         voltage=0.001 current= 2e-7} 
 { name=back_gate      voltage=0.0  } 
} 
 
Physics { 
  Recombination ( SRH(DopingDep) 
                  TrapAssistedAuger  
                  eAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  hAvalanche(CarrierTempDrive)  
  ) 
  Mobility ( 
                  DopingDependence 
                  Highfieldsaturation(CarrierTempDrive) 
                  Enormal 
  ) 
  EffectiveIntrinsicDensity ( oldSlotboom NoFermi ) 
  Hydro 
} 
 
Physics (MaterialInterface = "Nitride/GaAs") {traps((donor Gaussian fromCondBand 
Conc=1e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264) (acceptor Gaussian 
fromValBand Conc=1e14 EnergyMid = 0 EnergySig = 0.4462278264))} 
 
Math { 
  Extrapolate 
  Derivatives 
  Avalderivatives 
  RelErrControl 
  Digits=5 
  ErRef(electron)=1.e10 
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  ErRef(hole)=1.e10 
  Notdamped=50 
  Iterations=500 
  Newdiscretization 
} 
 
solve { 
 
  Poisson 
  coupled { poisson electron hole } 
 
  quasistationary (  * step sizes for delta_t 
                 * InitialStep=2.0e-3   
                 * MinStep=2.0e-5    
                  MaxStep=1.0e-2  
 
    goal { name=v_ref_plus voltage=0.05} 
  ) { 
        coupled { poisson electron hole } 
  } 
 
} 
 
plot { 
         eCurrent hCurrent 
         ElectricField eEparallel  eEnormal  
 
         Potential SpaceCharge 
         SRH Auger 
         AvalancheGeneration 
         eMobility hMobility 
         DonorConcentration AcceptorConcentration 
         Doping 
         eVelocity hVelocity 
         eTemperature hTemperature 
         eMCDensity hMCDensity 
         eMCEnergy hMCEnergy 
         eMCVelocity/Vector hMCVelocity/Vector 
         eMCAlphaAvalanche hMCAlphaAvalanche 
         eMCAvalanche hMCAvalanche MCAvalanche 
         eMCParticles hMCParticles 
         eMCVariance hMCVariance 
         MCSRH MCRecombination 
         eMCCurrent/Vector hMCCurrent/Vector 
} 
